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WOOF!  
Our Canadian Dogs 
Author: Michael McMahon

Summary of the Text
This book looks at three dogs that developed in Canada and are suited to 
the environment in particular ways. Readers will learn about where these 
dogs come from, what they look like, and how they assist humans.

Background Information  
For many years, dogs have served humans in various capacities, as working 
dogs, as companions, and more recently, as service dogs. Three of Canada’s 
working dogs are examined in this book, giving children the opportunity 
to discover ways in which dogs provide important support to humans. 
Follow-up discussions with students might consider other Canadian dogs 
(such as the Duck Toller from Nova Scotia), or other ways in which dogs 
work with humans (such as police or military work and therapy dogs).

Comprehension
Analyzing: Compare and Contrast (p. __)

Inquiry 
Asking Questions: Using the “I See–I Wonder” Chart (p. __)

21st-Century Competencies 
Collaboration: Working in Teams (p. __)

Other Teaching/Learning Options for the Text 
• Comprehension: Making Connections

• Inquiry: Analyze and Synthesize—Decision-Making

• 21st-Century Competencies: Creativity and Innovation—
Brainstorming

• Word Work: Contractions (let’s, it’s), Question Words

• Visual Literacy: Using Maps

• Media/Technology Connections: Use of Application (such as 
“Explore Everything” to share inquiry discoveries)

• Writing Connection: Write a Descriptive Text (describe one of 
the dogs in the student book using information drawn from words, 
pictures, and text features)

 

Text Level: 
<TO COME>

Text Type: 
Description

Text Features: 
Photographs, headings, 
questions, statements, 
maps, labels, 
pronunciation guide

Word Count: 
<TO COME>

High-Frequency 
Words: 
What, where, how, they, 
have, them

Content  
Vocabulary: 
Newfoundland dog, 
Canadian Inuit Dog, 
Labrador dog, region, 
webbed

NOTE: Bounce logo TK

Video on Labrador 
Retrievers:
Use Pearson 
BouncePages on page xx 
of the student text. See 
page xx of this guide for 
instructions on how to 
download and use the 
BouncePages app.
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Comprehension  
Analyzing—Compare and Contrast 

Getting Started 
Engaging Prior Knowledge 
Ask students to tell about the kinds of dogs that they already know. For 
example, they may know that their dog is a Shih Tzu or a Poodle.

Presenting the Text 
With students, check the front and back covers to predict what the student 
book will be about. 

Setting the Purpose for Reading 
Tell students that they will be exploring different kinds of dogs. After they 
read, they will compare and contrast information. Explain what the words 
“compare” and “contrast” mean. 

 “Let’s practise comparing. How are my shoes the same as your shoes?”

 “Let’s practise contrasting. How are my shoes different from your shoes?”

Reading and Coaching 
• Have the children read the first page of the student book.

• Use modelled, shared, or independent reading, depending on 
student strengths.

• Identify the questions or types of information students will be 
reading about.

“What are we are going to be learning about?”

• Next, invite students to read to the end of page 7.

“When you are reading informational text it’s important to look at the pictures, 
the labels, and the maps to locate information.”

• Discuss what they have learned about Newfoundland dogs. Ask 
them to locate Newfoundland on the map (p. 5) and consider how 
close or far this is from where they live. Have them answer the three 
questions about Newfoundland dogs.

“Where do they live?”  “What do they look like?”   
“How do they help people?” 

• Now turn to page 8, and ask students about what they notice on 
this page. They may see, for example, that they will be reading 
about a new dog, or that this map also highlights the province of 
Newfoundland and Labrador. 

COMPARE & 
CONTRAST

• Think about how 
information is the 
same.

• Think about how 
information is 
different.

MATERIALS

• LM1: Two-Circle  
 Venn Diagram

• sticky notes

• highlighter

• chart paper

OTHER 
BOOKS

To come
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• Give children two sticky notes and ask them to place one sticky in 
the book each time they fi nd a new kind of dog (pages 4 and 8). 
Then, invite them to read the rest of the book.

• Ask students to signal to you (for example, lift their pinkie fi nger) 
when they have fi nished reading. Invite them to discuss the answers 
to the three questions about dogs. Then, lead them to compare and 
contrast information about the dogs.

“Let’s compare what we know about dogs. How are these dogs all the same? 
Now let’s contrast the information we have about dogs. How are these dogs 
diff erent from each other?”

Consolidating 
• Introduce or revisit a 2-circle Venn diagram (see LM1). The diagram 

might be drawn on the whiteboard or projected using technology.

• Label the 2 circles: Newfoundland Dog and Labrador Dog. Explain 
to students that they will be completing this diagram to compare 
and contrast the two dogs.

• Work together to answer the fi rst question, “Where do the dogs 
come from?” Model placement of the children’s responses on the 
diagram.

• Have students complete the Venn diagram by answering the next 
two questions, “What do they look like?” and “How do they help 
people?”

“Remember to use the pictures, the labels, and the maps to locate information.”

“How did comparing and contrasting information help you to understand what 
you read?”

Ongoing Assessment

Do students:
• use picture and text clues?
• refer back to the text?
• locate information effi ciently?
• identify things that are compared? Contrasted?

Name _________________________________________________________________  Date ______________________ LM1  
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Two-Circle Venn Diagram
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EARLY
FINISHER

Ask students to go back, 
reread, and decide which 
dog they like best and 
why. What was the most 
amazing fact they learned 
about these dogs?
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Inquiry—Asking Questions 

Explore
& RecordShare

Question

Analyze &
Synthesize

Stop &
Think

 

 

 

Using the “I See—I Wonder” Chart  
Have students refer to the picture on page 15 of the student book.
Ask students to describe what they see. Record responses using chart 
paper/whiteboard or computer technology to display the “I See—I 
Wonder” chart (LM2). Encourage students to listen to their peers’ responses 
and to suggest diff erent ideas. For example, “I see Canadian Inuit Dogs 
working.” “I see them pulling a sled.” When all responses have been shared, 
reread ideas from the chart to students.

Next, have students think about what they “I Wonder” when they look at 
the picture, and then have them share their ideas with the group. When 
recording responses on the chart, word their statements as questions. For 
example, “I wonder why their tongues are hanging out… Why are their 
tongues hanging out?” “I wonder if they are thirsty. Are they thirsty?” 
“I wonder how people care for the dogs. How do they care for these 
dogs?” When all responses have been shared, reread ideas from the chart to 
students.
Suggestions provided in the “I Wonder” category can now be used to 
initiate the inquiry. Together with students, determine which questions 
they will answer for their inquiry. For example, students might wish to 
further explore ways of caring for working dogs.

Ongoing Assessment

Do students:
• use varied, descriptive language?
• use language from the text?
• generate relevant questions?
• listen to the responses of peers?

MATERIALS

• LM2: I See—
 I Wonder Chart

• sticky notes

• highlighter

• chart paper

OTHER 
BOOKS

To come

The I See—I 
Wonder chart (LM2)
can be used for a 
range of activities: 
brainstorming, 
identifying areas for 
further inquiry, and 
guiding programming 
by determining what 
students already know 
and want to know 
about a topic.

TIP

You may wish to ask 
students to vote by 
drawing their favourite 
“Wonder” on a small 
piece of paper.

TIP

Name _________________________________________________________________  Date ______________________LM2  

I See—I Wonder Chart

I See I Wonder
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21st-Century Competencies 
Collaboration—Working in Teams 

Getting Started

Guiding Question for Students:

How do dogs help people in your community?

Engaging Prior Knowledge 
Ask students which of them have dogs. Discuss ways in which they interact 
with their dog. (“Why do you like having a dog? Why would you like to 
have a dog? How do you help your dog? In what ways can your dog help 
you?”)

Setting the Goal 
Explain that students will be learning about other ways that dogs can help 
people. They have learned about how dogs can be helpful from the book. 
They have talked about how dogs can be helpful in their homes. Now, 
they will work together to identify ways that dogs can be helpful in their 
community.

“We help each other to build on what we know when we share our ideas 
together.”

Applying the Competency 
• Students will work in groups for the activity, and then share their 

ideas with the whole class.  

• Review the conventions for working in teams. Model for students, 
and ask them to model what that looks like as one person in each 
group pretends to share.

• Form groups. Distribute one copy of the Service Dogs reproducible 
(LM3) to each group. Invite children to describe and discuss the 
diff erent jobs that dogs have in the community.  

• Each student will have a turn at being the leader of a mini-discussion 
about a picture on LM3. After one picture is discussed, students 
move to the next picture, with a diff erent leader from the group, 
until all have been discussed. Encourage them to work together to 
share and build on what they know. 

MATERIALS

• LM3: Service Dogs

• sticky notes

• highlighter

• chart paper

TEAMWORK

When we work in 
teams we:

• take turns sharing.

• look at the person who 
is speaking.

• listen to the person who 
is speaking.

• keep our hands quiet.

OTHER 
BOOKS

To come

You may wish to 
develop a list in 
collaboration with 
students. An anchor 
chart could be 
developed so that 
students can practise 
and refer to these 
skills for use in other 
activities.

TIP

You may wish to set a 
timer to limit discussion 
of each picture.

TIP
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Consolidating
• Have the students share their decision-making processes and describe 

the dogs they would pick for their families.

• Each group is assigned one picture to talk about with the whole 
group. Ask one student from each team to share students’ fi ndings. 
After the student has fi nished, other children from the group may 
wish to add further information.

• Review the conventions for working in teams. Discuss with students:

•  How did you work as a team to learn together? 

•  What things did you do that worked well?

•  What else could you have done?

Ongoing Assessment

Do students:
• wait for their turn?
• look at/listen to the speaker?
• remain quiet and focused?

Service Dogs

Therapy Dog Visiting Senior

Companion Dog

Reading Buddy Dog

Therapy Dog Visiting Child

Guide Dog

Police Dog

Name _______________________________________________________________ Date ________________ LM3
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Therapy Dog Visiting Senior

Companion Dog

Reading Buddy Dog

Therapy Dog Visiting Child

Guide Dog

Police Dog
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